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AND ITS INSTITUTIONS
ARTICLE BY D R MED D R PHIL J O S E F M. SCHMIDT,
Introduction

PD

asscociations, a free medical market and interested

Examining the reasons for the spreacling of healing Systems (including their personal and institutionell infrastructure) brings up a question that unto
this date no science department has been able to
answer satisfactorily. Neither statistic proofs of ef-

pharmaceutical companies and editors were not
always and everywhere avaiiable to the same exten t. Varying national configurations of factors Uke
these resulted in an amazing ü'me difference regardingthe respective institutionalisation of homeopathy (in form of so-

ficacy nor philosophical

cieties, trainingcentres,

syllogisms alone suffice,

hospitals, pharmacies,

nor sociological, eco-

Journals and

nomical, psychological

text

books), the profes-

or similar points of

sionalisation of home-

view, to M l y widerstand

opathic doctors (in-

why homeopathy in the

cluding their relations

US for example wit-

towards practicing

nessed such a powerful

homeopatliic laymen)

rise in the 19th Century

or official recognition.

followed by such a dramatic fall in the 20th

The history of homeo-

Century.

pathy and its instittitions in the US is in so

A comparative study of

far something special

its Iiistory shows that

as the seed of homeo-

the spreading of homeopathic
founded

patliic medicine -hav-

medicine
by

ing travelled over the

Hahne-

Atlantic in the 1820s-

mann and left to us in
canonical

produced the most im-

form

pressive fruit world-

(Organon of the AH of

wideuntiltlieendoftlie

Healing) took place in
very different ways according to the cultural,
scientific, religious, po-

The Allentown Academy, approx. 1 9 0 0
(first homeopalhic school in the US,
founded 1835)

litical, economic and
other basic conditions in each country and period.

19th Century in the socalled land of unlimited
opportunities. In 1898
theUSlistedaround20

homeopatliic Colleges, 140 homeopathic hospitals,
57 homeopathic dispensaries, 9 national, 33 State

No universal pattern of a seemingly linear world

and 85 local homeopathic societies and 31 home-

history of homeopathy can therefore be deter-

opathic Journals.

mined. Although the arguments of advocates and
critics with regard to the contents always remained
the same, charismatic doctor-personalities, benevolent rulers and patrons, politically active patient

This stoiy of success, until then unsurpassed, could
only be noted by European homeopaths from afar
with amazement and presumably with some envy
as well.
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Meanwhile die direction of the appreciating eye has

In founding their first national Organisation, the

again switched sides, presumably. Compared to the

American Institute of Homeopathy (1844), homeo-

small number of around 100 nationally organised

patliic doctors were even quicker dian tlieir col-

American homeopathic doctors today (in the A1H),

leagues of regulär medicine who only joined in 1847

homeopathy in Europe, in Germany in particular,

to form the American Medical Association (AMA)

has slowly reached amore stable Status in the long

- as a reaction to homeopathic competition.

term (German Central Association of homeopatliic
Physicians, supplementary title by the State Medical License Board, integral part of the medical license law, etc.)

The main reason for founding the AMA was, on the
one hand, to regain - by introducing new Standards
of education - the respect conventional doctors had
lost with the people, yet on the other, to demarcate
themselves from

The Medical
Market
in the 19th
Century

doctors

The

perspective

lowed to cooper-

of the medical

ate (consultation

homeopathic
with

whom they were
henceforth not al-

market - as one

clause, code of

aspect

ethics).

among

sion on the part of

able lead-in to
the complex and

These

politics of exclu-

niany - is a suitHahnemann Hospital - Buffaio, N.Y.

multifacetted
topic of the rise and fall of homeopathy in the US

regulär medicine,
however, favoured

tlie spreading of h o m e o p a t h y rather than

(as a background for understanding the appear-

hamied it. It helped homeopathic doctors to a cor-

ance and disappearance of several stupendous

porate (heterodox) identily and to support by a

homeopatliic hospitals). From this perspective,

great part of tlie population.

homeopathy in the US at the beginning of the 19th
Century had by k r the best chances for a good Start:
registration law for doctors had been eliminated
in the antimonopolistic spirit of tlie Andrew Jackson era henceforth allowing „irregulär" liealers to
offer their treamtents on a legal basis. This regional
advantage created by politics enabled American
homeopathic doctors to establish their own soci-

Given tlie liberal American conditions in the middle of the 19th Century, regulär medicine - failing
to produce neither better eures nor a scientific basis for its treatment nor enjoying any national Privileges - seemingly was not able to come up with
anything better against homeopathic competition
than this questionable form of political fight.

eties, Colleges and later on hospitals from the very

However, when the first city hospitals were estab-

statt, instead of having to undergo painstaking en-

lished in the second half of the 19th Century and

deavours - mostly to no avail - to obtain the recog-

homeopaths demanded equal rights for filling the

nition of nationally sanctioned Offices of Health, as

wards, tlie Joint defensive action of „regulär" doc-

was the case in Europe.

tors proved efficient. Althougli most town admin-
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istrations agreed to assign about a fourth of the

lern of how to preserve its identity in aworld lack-

wards to homeopathic doctors, regulär doctors

ing the „heroic" medicine, from which it had been

managed to prevent these concessions with a threat

able to strongly demarcate itself in former days,

of boycott until 1880 approximately

even more so as rigidly holding to dogmas in times

At that time State universities supported by tax
money showed up as a second battlefield between

of scientific discoveries did not seem to bear any
future prospects.

homeopathy and regulär medicine. For a long time,

On the one hand this dilemma resulted in the foun-

regulär professors refused to continue teaching

dation of the International Hahnemannian Asso-

students attending supplementary courses given by

ciation ( I M ) in 1881, with which the purists

homeopaths, as this would have sufficed. for be-

among homeopaths distanced themselves from

ing accused by

their eclectic col-

the AMA of violat-

leagues. On the

ing the code of

other hand, the

ethics.

tendency

In fact,

of a

in

number of regu-

danger of being

lär doctors to in-

expelled in the

terpretthebanon

endhadtodefend

Cooperation with

professors

themselves before

their

the AMA court of

pathic colleagues
more and more

arbitration with
arguments

such

homeo-

Homeopafhic Hospital, Iowa City, la

as the following:
not even the church punished representatives of
a religious dogma for occasionally also preaching
to incidentally present unbelievers.
In the second half of the 19th Century tlie two medical schools, existing apart from one another and
fighting against each other, gradually came closer.
Regulär medicine dropped its heroic treatments of
pasl decades and increasingly prescribed Single
remedies as well as lovver medicinal doses and accepted a great number of substances from the
homeopathic Materia Medica for their own medicine cabinets. On the other hand, more and more
homeopaths often turned to tlie same regulär patent
medianes of unknown content in an empiric and
eclectic way as their „allopathic" colleagues.

iaxly,

led to a

split in regulär

medical profession in 1882-itwasonlyin 1903,
after tlie old code of ethics of 1847 had been revised, tliat they reunited.
The last decades of the 19th centtiry even witnessed
a downright Cooperation between regulär and
homeopatliic doctors - concerning the Joint demarcatioii from new medicinal „sects" such as osteopaths, clüropractors, Christian Science and others. It was agreed that a doctor's license should
henceforth only be granted to a person who had
passed an examination by certain (mixed or separate) boards made up of regulär, homeopathic
and eclectic doctors exclusively.
Already since the middle of the 19th Century the interest of the numerous private Colleges in training
as many (paying) students as possible clashed witli

After the 1870s the homeopathic medical profes-

the interest of tlie medical profession to limit the

sion therefore saw itself confronted with the prob-

number of doctors and to standardise the training.
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With this continuous stalemate the level of ined-

ical Colleges (166 Colleges in 1904) to 31- At the

ical education remained alarmingly low for a long

same time „The Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-

time. Finally, around the end of the Century, the fol-

vancement of Teaching" condueted a comple-

lowing Joint objectives crystallised in medicai so-

mentary study. The results published by Abraham

cieties, Ucense boards and a leading block of Col-

Flexner in 1910 (Flexner Report) produced far-

leges: Raising of admission requirements, speci-

reaching consequences.

ficaüon of curricula, ciosing of diefinanciallyweakest private schools and a reduction in the number
of graduates.

The Reform
of Medicai
Education
in the 20th
Century

Due to the newly determined Standard based on
the model of Johns Hopkins Medicai School (establishedin 1893) the majority of existing Colleges
henceforth lost their right to exist. Apparently 20
schools

...... ....

.

report was published to avoid
being mentioned
at all. Further 92

The nationwide

schools merged

reform movement

with othersor for

of medicai educa-

ever closed their

tion that followed
was

m o s 11 y

favoured by the

even

closed before the

doors between
Homeopathic Hospital - Ann Arbor, Michigan

expansion of the eitles, the growth of communication means and the impression left by the scientific success of mediane in Germany and France
where there were considerably less medicinal faculties, yet considerably more mlltime professors.
Financially the reform became possible thanks to
major foundations of American philanthropists
emerging a the tum of the Century the most importantbeing the Carnegie Foundation (1906) and
the Rockefeller Foundation (1913) • While e. g. all
medicai Colleges logether owned around US$
500.000 in 1891, in contrast, nine foundations do-

1904 and 1915
facing the dis-

crepancy between the new Standards and their financial options - among them many homeopatliic
Colleges and almost all „black" Colleges. Since no
possible role for smaller Colleges was considered,
practically all financial means were focused on the
extension of the big renowned universities. Although fund contributions were reduced during
the Great Depression the modern strueture of big,
well equipped medicai centres had been irrevocably established by then.
In spite of the fact that John D. Rockefeller senior

nated alone US$ 150 million to medicai insütutes

underwent homeopatliic treatment and explicitly

between 1903 and 1934.

stated in Iiis letters that homeopatliic Colleges

From 1906 to 1907 the „AMA Council on Medicai
Education" had their representatives and those of
die license Offices visit individual Colleges and rank
them into quality classes. Tins was based on the
declared objective to reduce the number of med-

should continue existing, Iiis son together with Iiis
Consultants Starr J. Murphy and Frederick T. Gates
clistributed the millions of the foundation in such
a way that not a Single homeopatliic College was
favoured. A total of approximately US$ 600 mil-
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Hon went into the reform of regulär medical Col-

and the Option of establishing smaller medical Col-

leges until i960. In contrast, the nieans of the Hali-

leges.

nemann Medical College of Philadelphia amounted
to a total of US$ 325.000 in 1921 and those of the
Hahnemann College of Chicago to USS 537.000.
Both were the homeopathic Colleges that lasted the
longest.

Homeopathic Hospitals
These are more or less the big lines constimting
the setting for the rise and fall of homeopathy and
its institutions in the US. Besides the relatively trou-

Critics of the political decisions of those days to-

ble-free, unbureaucratic establishment of home-

day speak of an „anti-homeopathic bias" in the

opathic societies, Journals, Colleges and hospitals

Flexner Report. In their opinion the criteria of the

during the entire 19th Century, the growing close-

then constituted

ness of both

medical

Stan-

schools, particu-

dards put in par-

larly from the

tiell lar

1880s onwards,

homeo-

pathic Colleges at

had

a

homeopaths

disadvantage

enabled
to

and that Flexner

send

graduates

himself

from

homeo-

openly

patliic Colleges to

tooksides against

city hospitals (or

homeopathy in
Iiis report which

Homeopathic Hospi tal - Rochester, N.Y.

later served as a

individual
wards), enter niil-

guideline for foundations in their decisions re-

itary service or workin mixed license boards. Apart

garding the support deserved by individual pro-

from a few exceptions regulär and homeopatliic

jects. Out of 22 homeopathic Colleges in 1900,10

Colleges offered a fairly comparable education

were left in 1913,5 in 1919, and 2 in 1923 - both

(leaving a great deal to be desired in both), es-

were to stop their courses in homeopathy within

pecially as the subject matter solely dififered in re-

the next decades to come. The last homeopatliic

garcls to homeopathic therapeutics and materia

diploma was issued in Philadelphia in 1950.

medica.

Politics that the AMA also had an influence on de-

Retrospectively, due to the poor sources, it is hard

termined the course for medicine of the 20th Cen-

to detennine in how far the numerous hospitals

tury. It is marked by an increasing specialisation,

managed by homeopathic doctors and societies ac-

high-tech medicine, an emphasis on palliative and

tually deserved the term „homeopatliic" in those

emergency medicine, an interlacing with die phar-

days of syncretism and eclecticism. Given the fact

maceutical-technical industry, govenimental sub-

that even today in times of gold Standards, guide-

sidies, international options of standardisation and

lines and quality controls genuine puristic home-

last not least a strict time economy that is reflected

opathy is by no means the only treatment in all hos-

in the relatively low fees for medical conversation.

pitals and offices that call themselves homeopatliic,

The one-sided orientation towards a unified med-

a certain restraint in one's opinion seems to be ap-

icine that is taught in ever bigger hospitals neglects

propriate.

to consider the necessity of alternative approaches
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Florence Ward may serve as an example of a seem-

as non-material support they closed their doors

ingly „typical" homeopatliic carreer at the turn of

or merged with regulär medicai institutions - usu-

the Century. She graduated from Hahnemann Med-

ally 011 condition that the „sectariaiv' term ..home-

icai College in San Francisco in 1887 and after sev-

opatliic" was dismissed.

eral postgraduale studies in Europe opened her
own Florence Ward Sanatorium in San Francisco
as asurgeon in 1911.

One of the longest lasting „homeopatliic" hospitals for example was the Hahnemann Hospital in
San Francisco. It managed to keep its name in spite

Although she was regarded as a homeopath all her

ofmerging with the LIniversity of California in 1918.

life and was even elected first female vice president

In 1975 it was renamed Marshai Haie Memorial

of the A1H, strangely enough not one of the many

Hospital in honour of the Sponsor of the third new
building.Inl988

clinical articles
she published in

it merged with

homeopatliic

the neighbouring

Journals, contains

Children's Hospi-

a reference to a

tal which again

homeopath) cpre-

joined the Pres-

scription nor to

byterian Hospital

homeopathy itself.

in 199'i to form

lt is most proba-

today's California

ble that this extra-

Pacific Medicai

ordinary woman

Center.

and

threefold

Homeopothic Hospita

Rochester, N.Y.

mother who became Fellow of the American College of Surgeons
7

Homeo-

paihy has ceased
to be practiced

there since many decades.

in 1915 was primarily geared towards the carreer
as a surgeon and only completed the compulsory
four years of medicai school at a homeopatliic College because women did not have many alternatives to turn to in those days. At least her later practical-therapeutic work did not seem to differ much
from that of her „regulär" colleagues - and if so
- only marginally.

Outlook
Inspite of the fact that all important institutions and
buildings have disappeared, homeopathy continues to be alive in the US, although in reduced form
and in different ways. Jn order to prevent a complete disappearance of homeopathy Julia M. Green
established the American Foundation of Home-

The contrast between regulär and homeopatliic in-

opathy in 1921, together with a group of home-

stitutions became more and more blurrcd due to

opaths working with high potencies. Its major aim

the increasing approximation of the subject mat-

was the Organization of postgraduale homeopatliic

ters of its Colleges and the reglementation of tech-

training for allopathic doctors. Ilowever, as she

iiical Standards in hospitals. Thus fate would have

also agreed to include laymen, the A1H refused to

it that homeopatliic hospitals experienced the same

cooperate and the demand on the pari of the doc-

downfall as the homeopatliic Colleges after the

tors she had hoped for did not arise.

Flexner Report (1910). In lack of material as well
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When homeopathy reachedi ts bottom in the mid-

in Berkeley/California in the 1970s which - due to

dle of the 20th Century, in 1959 the 1HA rejoincd

several intermediate stages of fragmentation among

tlie All! alter having split off the parent Organisa-

Iiis students - led on to a general debate on home-

tion in 1881. Meanwhile homeopathic Colleges had

opathy. Reflecting our modern times it generated

vanished from the

new sources in

medical

the

scene

internet

and even at the

(www.grundla-

fevv State universi-

gen-praxis.de).

ties, where chairs

in this respect tlie

for homeopathic

history of home-

lectures had been

opathy has not

established

come to an end

for

some time, most

for a long time

students lost their

yet.

interest. When it
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